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Introduction

Synthesis of Poly(FLP) Networks

• Polymer-supported catalysts enable facile catalyst recovery and reuse, giving
substantial benefits on an industrial scale.1
• Frustrated Lewis Pairs (FLPs) are formed when sufficient steric bulk on Lewis acid
and base centres prevents them from quenching each other, allowing for activation
of a variety of small molecules substrates such as CO2 and H2.2

Linker

• Since their discovery, FLPs have formed a new class of versatile metal-free catalysts.
• Extending this concept to polymer science gives a novel class of dynamic materials
using FLPs as linking sites in a co-polymeric network, triggered by the addition of a
small molecule substrate, diethylazodicarboxylate (DEAD).3,4

Toluene

Phosphine steric bulk can be used to control cross-linker scope:

Gel Dynamics

Heating epoxide-containing networks avoids gel
rupture and forms a tighter cross-linked gel

Heating DEAD-containing
networks leads to gel rupture

HEAT

Trans LA/LB
No elimination possible

Cis LA/LB
Alkene elimination enabled

• Smaller epoxide “R” group give a
stronger preference for trans
configuration.
• Styrene oxide forms a combination
of P-O-B and cyclic ether linkages at
room temperature.

HEAT

New P-O-B linkage

CO2 Insertion

Conclusions and Future Work

• Ring-opening of epoxides initiated by aryl boranes enables catalytic formation of cyclic carbonate products by
insertion of carbon dioxide.5

• Polymeric FLPs can ring-open challenging epoxide
substrates to form a cross-linked network.

• Phosphines are previously unreported as the base co-catalyst in such transformations, however both polymeric
FLPs and their small molecule mimics can facilitate CO2 insertion from the activated epoxide intermediate.

• Heating leads to elimination of an alkene by-product,
giving a new P-O-B bonding mode.
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• Overall conversion with both poly(FLP)s and small
molecule mimics limited by non-reversible
formation of P-O-B linkages, killing the FLP catalyst.

• Carbon dioxide insertion is possible to form cyclic
carbonate products but turnovers are limited by catalyst
oxidation.

• A stronger Lewis acid co-catalyst disfavours P-O-B
formation and allows higher conversions, forming
both cyclic and polymeric product:

• Catalyst recovery is possible through precipitation.

Propylene oxide

9
Poly(propylene carbonate) Propylene carbonate

• A more Lewis acidic polymer has been synthesised in an
attempt to replicate the promise shown by small
molecule studies.
• The rheological properties of the networks differ and
are under investigation, while a substrate specific
response can also be observed.6

56% conversion, polymer:cyclic product approximately 1:1
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